HyperMesh - Fluent
This document describes how to create individual collectors containing boundary zones
needed to impose boundary conditions using FLUENT, and how to export mesh files
using HyperMesh and import them with FLUENT.
An overall description of each main task is provided first, then a step-by-step description
is provided using a simple example.
•

HyperMesh Collectors: create collectors containing only the elements to be
exported, namely 3D linear elements (tets, hexas, piramids, pentas) and the
associated 2D elements for all the subsets of the boundary that require a
boundary condition other than wall (e.g. inlet, outlet, symmetry, etc). It is
convenient to place the 3D elements in one or more collectors, and each set of
2D BC elements in collectors with the appropriate name (e.g. inletA, inletB,
outlet, etc). The best approach to create BC collectors is to use the "^faces"
collector, so that both 3D and 2D elements refer to the same node numbers,
otherwise there will be problems when reading the mesh in Fluent.

File fluent_demo.hm contains a small CFD model mesh. This mesh consists of two
domains, Body and Nozzle, listed in the Model Browser window to the right of the main
HyperMesh GUI.
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Next create collectors for the boundary zones that require a boundary condition other
than the default wall. Use panel Geo: press button collectors, select create, and create
collectors inlet1, inlet2, outlet, and symm:

Now we need to fill the collectors just created with the boundary faces that define each
zone of the boundary. For this purpose use panel Tool: press button faces, select elems,
right click on elems and select displayed, all elements will be highlighted, then press
button find faces, and a new collector will be automatically created with the name ^faces:
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Using the model browser window, deselect collectors Body and Nozzle, and all elements
should displayed red, these are all the faces belonging to collector ^faces, as shown in
the following figure:

For this use panel 2: press button organize, have elems selected, select one element on
each side of the symmetry plane as shown in the following figure (white small elements):
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Right click on elems and select by face as shown in the following figure:

all elements on the symmetry plane will be selected (change color to white) as shown in
the following figure:
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The default destination collector is symm because it was created last, otherwise you
would have to press button destination and select symm, then press move, and all the
selected elements are moved from collector ^faces to collector symm as shown in the
following figure:

Now change the destination collector to inlet1 by pressing menu button destination=,
then select with the mouse pointer one element on the main inlet, right click on elems
and select by face, and all the elements on the main inlet will be selected as shown in
the following figure:
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Press button move and all the elements will be colored blue, color associated with
collector inlet1.
In a similar way we proceed to move all the elements on the secondary inlet to collector
inlet2, this is shown in the following figure:

The last collector that needs to be created is outlet, following the same steps described
before, select one element, right click on elems and select by face, all element on the
outlet plane will be selected (change color to white), change destination to outlet, and
press button move, all elements on the outlet plane should now be yellow as shown in
the following figure:
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Exporting NASTRAN files:
If you have many collectors in your HM file, only display the collectors associated with
the mesh (e.g. 3D and 2D BC elements) and export a NASTRAN (.nas) file. Note: in the
export panel select any of the NASTRAN formats, and make sure that "displayed" is
selected, so that only the displayed collectors will be saved to the .nas file.
To illustrate the steps used to execute this task, we first select (check) Body and Nozzle
and deselect (uncheck) ^faces, as shown in the following figure:

then use any of the panels to access the files menu, select export as shown below, also
load the Nastran template "general", change the option menu button to displayed so that
only displayed collectors are exported, and press button "write as" to select the file to be
written.

file demo.nas is now available and we can proceed to load it with FLUENT.
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Importing NASTRAN files with FLUENT:
Start Fluent; select the appropriate executable (3d or 3ddp) as shown below

then import the mesh file as illustrated below
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Once FLUENT has read this file, let us proceed to display the grid to show how FLUENT
has recognized all the boundary zones that were defined with HyperMesh:

and the following window pops up

boundary zones inlet1, inlet2, and outlet remain as defined, but symm has been split into
symm and symm:007. The reason for this automatic splitting is that the original volume
mesh was composed of two parts, Body and Nozzle, symm:007 is the part of the original
symm collector associated with Body and symm is the part associated with Nozzle.
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Now we can display the model as shown in the following figures, note that boundary
zones are colored according to its boundary condition type, automatically set by
FLUENT based on the names used for the collectors:
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Notes on mesh generation for FLUENT:
1. When generating 3-D elements dragging a 2-D mesh (e.g. using DRAG, SOLID
MAP, etc), make sure that the 2-D elements' normals point in the drag direction. If
the normals point in the opposite direction a mesh will be created, but when exported
FLUENT will produce an error when reading elements' connectivities.
2. In very rare occasions it might happen that after importing a NASTRAN file (.nas)
containing boundary conditions zones (2-D elements), the boundary conditions
zones have not been imported by FLUENT. This could happen when due to the
setting in HM the exported NASTRAN file contains CTRIAR cards instead of CTRIA3
cards. In such cases use any editor to perform a global substitution of the string
CTRIAR with CTRIA3.
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